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Fireplace ambient sound

● Love it! I feel warm and blur inside. ● It's early Thanksgiving, and I'm already in the Christmas period. With how rough this year was, this fireplace noise plus a fire screen saver on the screen next to me makes everything feel a little more fine, especially when I'm wrapped in blankets and pillows in my bed and combined with Purrli. ● This
setting brings back memories of lighting our sauna fire at our cottage in the Finnish archipelago. The soft rumbling of hot flames along with the sound of a deforming iron really takes me back to those quiet moments with nothing else existing in the world like me and fire. ● 10/10, Now all I need is heat, I don't know how I'm going to have it
happen... ● It's balanced and quite relaxing. ● It reminds me of camping on a cold night and huddling close to the fire to keep warm, crisp, autumn moon nao me, and hot, orange embers underneath me. ● I've been using (and enjoying) this site for many years, and this setting just reminds me of fun nights while camping, and making
s'mores or hotdog octopus by the fire. It is ideal for some noise-blocking, especially in a small apartment! ● Today's gray, rainy autumn day, and I have to study for exams in the middle of the study. I feel like everything's going to be okay. ● Sometimes when I play Minecraft I get cold exploring the ice sheet and snowy taiga biomes, even
when it's in play, and this sound really helps keep me warm. ● This sound is perfect! And I definitely do what it says in the description-I listen to it in winter, rain noise in summer and walking tracks in autumn and spring! ● His nice simulation. I made a visual simulator, but with this in another tab open, it's just so better. ● Amazing! Calm
and relaxing, just the way I like it! ● It's like a real bonfire! Sleeping under a lean-to-hide, believing the person watching after the fire, and feeling warm breath coming out of the fire pit. ● It's one of those moments where you dive into your favorite game (with in-game music off) by turning on the fireplace! So warm and cozy and intimate,
even in the darkest caves xD Definitely one of my favorites. Thanks! ● I play it when it's actually raining outside, so I feel warmer and in a cozy place. ● I know it's just my imagination, but whenever I hear it, I feel warmer :D ● I've been using this site since my first year at university! Nothing nicer and more cozy than studying next to an
imaginary fireplace c: Warms my soul! ● With the last 2 movers to the max, with headphones, clicks to fire a loud sound in the back of my head, it's so nice these little micro bursts give me some head massage and also remind me of those sparkling popsicles that would pleasantly burst in the tongue. Keeping the third rider from the last in
the middle position is smoother without sacrificing a cold effect. ● This is a beautiful, just the right environment to be peaceful. It's like a fire that's go for a while. ● It really helped me focus and was super reassuring! ● More general observation. This setting reminds me of the Cat Purr noise machine. I just love it when sound and music
reminds me of other sounds and other music. Thanks! MF ● Very very relaxing. Not only does the sound make me relax, but also memories of nights on the beach. ● Just a quiet fireplace with some fresh logs. ● My favorite ever. However, you should not play with the movers too much. It can hurt after a long listening time. ● A place to
relax while it snows outside... ● My husband gave me an electric fireplace for Christmas. I like it, but it doesn't have any sound. We put our little speaker on it, and google-casted this fireplace sound on it. We like it's a real fire. And that's right, isn't it?! ● I'm not sure how I found this site, but I'm glad I did. Thank you Stephane! ● I paired it
with the Winter Walk, but toned down the tracks a little to look like I did in the winter scene. I have my fan, too. ● Raging hell! ● I love this song as a way to generate some sound when the room is too quiet. Cracking pine logs setup is satisfying. All that's missing are marshmallows! ● It has a great atmosphere and also means I don't have
to keep the fire. ● This paired with the rain noise set on the Bedroom and Cat Purr set to Sleeping or Content creating a nice seating scene curled up in a large, squishy chair in your library with a book and a cat curled up on its knees. Very nice background for writing, I found ^^ ● It reminds me of my childhood. When I close my eyes, I'll
be back by Sunday afternoon in winter... about a nap on the couch to listen to the sound of the fireplace ... so cozy and beautiful! ● Having grown up in a house with a fireplace, it's the perfect comfort for me when it feels a little homesick, and even more so when it's a cold November day. I like to pair it with Tin Roof Rain while I'm working
on drowning out other sounds, and imagine that I work alone in a small cabin somewhere. Like many other myNoise generators, this is fantastic. I am forever grateful for this website. ● I had relatives who had a fireplace in their previous house. This generator gives me sweet memories of taking a nap with a warm fire after Christmas
dinner. ● I find it pretty good when combined with a night garden and it sounds like I'm camping outside. ● I love it when I feel cold and tired in the office. I have thin blood and listen to it most in the summer. Sometimes I layer them with evening/night nature sounds like crickets or frogs, and it feels like I'm camping! It really helps to mask
the open office noise, even that one person who cleans the throat every 5 minutes... Too bad the smell of fire is not included. ● I work in an open office and keep it as a shortcut on the desktop. It's especially useful because I'm bothered by chewing sounds and there are some people around me who crackle, smack sounds. I found that
Log sound effect to be an excellent mask to help you work with munching rather than trying to drown it out. It may be conditioning me up a little bit, too. ● Listened to it for over a year at all one night in order to sleep. I sleep very easily and have trouble falling asleep and Am generally used to the sounds of fire because we have a fireplace
in the old house where I grew up. This is the perfect solution for missing that! ● I layer it with a cafe restaurant 'table for one', the distant thunder is 'still dry', and slow jazz music. Perfect atmosphere for comfort and concentration! ● I love listening to it with 'Remote Thunder' sites to play and while listening to 'Myths and Legends' episodes
on Spotify. Great story times with the sounds that make them that much more epic. ● I've used this site on and off for years. When I have to concentrate at work, I listen to white noise to drown out coworkers. The fireplace is my current favorite. ● Absolutely beautiful. Actually, I feel warm and cozy. ● I really like listening to this website for
a few minutes before bedtime when I'm too stressed out. It helps a lot. ● I like having it with examination time. So cozy ... It's like studying at Hogwarts an hour ago. It's perfect! ● I have this noise generator to mix pub music from Skyrim playing in the background. I also lit a pine-scented candle and the smoky smell you get after the light
match is lingering in the air, which kind of fits perfectly. This generator helps block the sound for my study, but it also makes me feel warm and cozy too :) ● This is so well done... I felt literally burning wood, it's so relaxing. ● This is so beautiful and realistic. I thought I smelled of smoke, so I started looking around and the smell went
away... You can see things here. Now there are smelling things. ● The Mids sliding bar is so perfect that I go around to find out what's cracking in my room. ● When the rain on the tent is set to Covered and the fire noise vibe is set on pine logs and both are animated, it sounds exactly what members of the Kidz Tunz Chorus are hearing
tonight inside their tent during the first few days of autumn. Surprise haircuts are sneaked in, but inside its also cozy and cozy as s'mores are made, games are still starting, and good books are read... ● Adding this with Mr. Rhodes, it's such a soothing sound. Like I'm plinking on the keys next to the fire. It's perfect. ● This is so reassuring:]
I especially love lower-pitched sounds. I also wanted to listen with Calm Lake and feel like I'm camping. ● Helps me study. Thanks ● Just a simple roaring fireplace. This generator has lullam made me sleep more times than I can count (beating insomnia skillfully), and acted as a moment of respite during stressful days at work. Hissing,
popping, and cracking are an evocative combination of fireplace and bonfire; wonderful simplicity here can not be overrated. ● This plus purr is just the happiest noise ever without being too sleepy. ● Reminds me of camping with my family as a child, sitting by the fire at night, but no smoke blowing in my eyes. Very relaxing. It helps me a
lot with anxiety and just being present and having :) ● This helps me relax and reduce my anxiety. Thanks. ● It sounds like the world ends up around me when I sleep or study. ● I love adjusting the volume for the 'Drawing Well' setting for the fireplace. The low tones and slight crackling are so reassuring, it could put me to sleep after a
hard day's work with my space heater to keep me warm during the cold winter months. I love this site and all the sounds it provides! ● I felt so cold, but it made me warm. ● Gentle cracking is a wonderful backdrop to help me with my school work. It's very reassuring and helps keep me focused! ● I can't believe how good it is. I love it,
thank you ● Perfect for listening to the music going on with it! ● I have a smell pot that I often light, and this generator with a pine smell from the pot creates the perfect Christmas feeling. ● Stress and depression have been getting to me lately, it helps me sleep. ● This is a pretty nice preset in my opinion. Edit as you wish. ● Autumn walk
is set to fall birds preset, while Unreal Wind is set to autumn wind, and when paired with these settings in place on the fireplace its exactly what the kids in Kidz Tunz Chorus are hearing right now all cozy in their treehouse during the first day of autumn as the smell and smell of a hearty rustic stew of huge iron pot bubbling in the fireplace
as it suffocates! ● I can smell the smoke. Pair it with the rain on the tent. ● Sits very close to the fire, almost too close. ● I've been using your site/sounds for 2 years I guess. I use it while working in an office building in New York, which decided to open a floor plan was a good idea. It can be very difficult to concentrate while people have
conversations all around you. But with your site I am able to play a relaxing sound and ignore the chaos around me. It really helps me get through the day. thank you very much! ● This is lit! (ok, that's a bad joke) ● Wonderful. The crackling noise is so relaxing and it relieves me of the anxiety I've been having lately. The best noise
generator site I've come across yet. ● Works great with myNoisli (thunder turned right up and a little wind and rain). The perfect invocation of being in a log cabin with a woodburner in the back of the outside on a stormy night. ● Extremely hot fire ... ● Great for helping me sleep. That's right. ● My ideal setting! I love loud cracking! ● This
soundscape reduced my anger in itself to become calmer and more subtle. The bass and treble gave my sanity back and it's so quiet. I imagined meditated near a crackling fireplace by myself. ● These sounds help calm my anxiety and lift my mood, just like any creative block I can have. ● I can't stand low bass So I made one that sounds
like fire, but doesn't mean I'm sick. It's peaceful. ● I love myNoise! I use it all the time. I recently went to use it but I couldn't because I didn't hear anything! I found out there was a sound problem on my phone soon after, but I was still angry. It shows how much I love my MyNoise! ● Works really well against my tinnitus! ● I currently have
stomach flu and with it, a bad case of chills. It helps me feel less cold and helps me fall asleep. Thanks. ● When I was diagnosed with tinnitus, I was so scared at first. Ringing and whizzing in my ear made me crazy. Then I did some research online and somewhere in the blog someone posted a link to this website. It's been more than two
years, and every time the ringtone comes back, I load up some sounds of fire or rain and the ringtone disappears. I can't thank you enough. ● Whenever I feel cold, I turn it on and warm me up. Amazing. Thanks Dr. Pigeon! :-) ● My surroundings are loud with bricklayers working and won't let me focus on studying. So I plugged in
headphones and put fireplace sounds in my ears and now everything is better. Thanks! ● I feel nice and warm. ● Really cozy, there's just something about being near the fireplace that just calms you down. This generator does it best. I love it I love ● This generator is my favorite. I don't know why, but cracking is so satisfying for my ears.
It's my perfect type of sound with white noise. This helps me focus on work or study. ● I feel like I'm in a log cabin in the middle of winter! I love it. ● It's the weirdest thing - it actually, physically makes me feel warmer. Temperatures have been in the 20's where I live, and I've been cold all day. But as soon as I turned it on, I started to feel
warmer. Lovely ● Mixed with rain on the tent sound, it really feels like it's in you bonfire. ● I just heard about this site via Jacksepticeye and I love it! It calms me down. ● Mmm, this makes me nice and warm inside the :) ● It really burns my stress :D ● I use white noise from this website to fill in the blank spots in the music resulting in a
more constant, ambient sound that is nice when studying or writing documents. The fireplace is always a great accompaniment for three-part jazz sets. ● This makes me feel... Hungry! (Now I want to grill some chicken!) ● Oooooh, it makes me remember so many things! All our scout camps, especially the one in Gilwell Park after we
were in international scout camp... Such a fantastic moment because it was the only fire we were able to ignite for a whole fortnight because there were no fires allowed at the previous campsite. Waaah, I want to go back to England! ● Put with ASMR and Cafe restaurant settings took me back to a lovely bar in New Zealand where you
can lean into soft chairs by the fire and zone out snippets of conversations from people around you. After and during rehearsals there is no longer a hell of a time for me! ● How to the days are getting shorter and the nights longer, the sounds of cracking the fireplace brings me back to the warm nostalgia of my childhood. My younger sister
and I would sit on a wool carpet with a big, breathless blanket that we shared, and we could watch the flames for hours. Now that I'm in college and away from home, it definitely helps with my home sickness. ● I have officially found my new favorite website. It reminds me of the winters that I spent all my days with... my father would tend
to fire, my siblings, anxiously looking out on a cold night to see that the rain and snow had turned into fluffy, beautiful white snow, lit up by soft and muted moonlight... my mom would be making hot hot cocoa... Thank you very much, Mr. Pigeon! ● Using a fireplace generator at work today make my hum-drum office space feel much more
cozy. Soothing cracking helps me get over the cost of the news in a better mood and pace than I would with a music playlist. ● This setting pairs perfectly with distant thunder. You feel like you're sitting on a squeaky wooden chair in front of an old fireplace in an abandoned cabin waiting for a storm. If you decide not to use distant thunder,
imagine that you are in your old cabin, sitting on a comfortable couch with your husband as he sleeps with his head in his lap. ● Found a setting that sounds like cooking on a campfire. I can almost smell the smoke and the bacon. ● It reminds me of my days when I would camp all the time. It helps me relax and focus on any task down
front or just pure enjoyment. Thank God I found this generator! ● This is absolute flammability softness! It definitely provides me with a warm ear massage. ● Amazing, just amazing. This makes me feel like it's cold and they sat right next to the fireplace with my grandmother putting some extra wood here and there. Wonderful, amazing,
excellent, I'm completely wordless. ● This is amazing: the sounds are so good that i just feel like I'm sitting next to a real fire! ● I've been having trouble sleeping well for the last few years.. I just discovered this page and it's... Stunning! As soon as I put the fireplace down when I was about to sleep immediately I feel the heat around me,
giving me an incredible comfortable feeling that I just can't describe. Amazing!!! ● It helps me go to sleep. It's soft. ● This noise is incredible! It's like a dip in a warm bath. If you combine it with Undertale's Home theme, you'll experience perfect happiness. ● This sounds like a real bonfire ● WOW! This generator sounds like a bonfire or a
burning house. Listening to this combined with I See Fire by Celtic Woman went perfectly with my favorite book Fahrenheit 451 ray bradbury. ● I grew up listening to rain sounds calm down, which would always help slowly. I tried listening to fire sounds one day and it helped a lot faster. It's especially useful for nights when I can't sleep -
the sound pulls me to bed and I feel warm. ● This mixed tropical rain sends me back to my pleasant autumn in my family cottage. The fire rumbled as rain clinked on to the tin roof. It soothes me right to sleep, and eliminates my mild tinnitus. ● I love it so much, it really helps me study for my Shakespeare class ● Once I got to college, I
was diagnosed with clinical anxiety, and I've had a hard time finding inner peace ever since. No matter where I am or what time of year it is, I can always relax by thinking about sitting by the fireplace at my grandparents' home in the winter. Whether it's the height of summer or whether I'm a thousand miles from home, this generator is
exactly what I need. ● Great for helping review hours at the end! ● I like to try different nature generators in particular, but this is always the one that I came back to. It helps me stay focused. There's something so reassuring about it. It got me through studying 8 hours a day for a few weeks of Series 6 and Series 63 FINRA exams, and I
still love to listen. ● Stunning. The sound of childhood, peace and happiness. ● I did this part of my de-stressful routine – this, purring cat, some rain, and a quiet piano concerto playing for hours every night, and it just puts me in a state of calm. Absolutely amazing. ● This is what I stay up late into the night listening to when I'm camping:
that near cracking flame, that low wind rumble, and the snap, pop, and hissing of the settling wood. Charming. ● Listening to the fireplace while unwinding from a long day of school and homework is bliss. All I need is a cup of hot chocolate and a blanket, and I'd be set for the night. ● I believe the details are what makes these sounds
really special. The fact that I hear the sound of protocols setting and those high-pitched squeaks that I only associate with fire is amazing to me, and that's what brings noise to life. ● I'm scared of sleep because of past experiences and sleep attacks, but this nostalgic, crackling, warm fire next to me calms me down. I feel like I'm back in
the woods with my nanny, with her tending to fire as I'm drifting asleep after a long day of adventure with her. My beautiful best friend Keely showed me to bless her. ● I love the combination of fireplace and wind noise on cold evenings of autumn and winter. Nice balance between mood and white noise to help me study. ● Hot embers a
little louder then normal is great for homework! Thanks! ● I love listening to pine wood settings at work, it fills me with euphoria! ● Hot Embers preset set off a great ASMR response for me. A+ 10/10 ● This is wonderful to animate. If I pull out a fiery video, I feel like I'm hanging out in front of the fireplace while I'm doing my homework :) ●
That's it, that's it. ● Listen to it with Tobu-Legacy playing poorly. They go so well together, and give a relaxing feeling, with the melody playing poorly. Try classical music such as from Ludovico Einaudi as well for an even more relaxing atmosphere. ● -Cloudy ● I love it! I've never had a fireplace, but I love the sounds of them, they're so
reassuring! Combining this with Cat Purr really makes me feel warm and comfortable! ● Super cozy; it's really nice on Animate :) ● I love the fireplace. I play it with the clock generator set just ticking and classical music above it. I can focus on my work because I can't hear the lyrics, and at the same time I'm totally fine. When I listen to it I
feel like I'm curled up in a comfortable chair in front of a fire in the library from Beauty and the Beast with coffee in hand and a good book awaits. Amazing. ● I'm a little sick right now and I work from home. The fireplace plus the cat purr together helps me forget about my chills and really helps me focus. ● I just couldn't get the noise I
wanted from youtube, but here, I can decide! Thank God for this site! ● Setup is my favorite! I love whoever created it! ● I lived in Seattle before moving to Central America a few years ago. This makes me feel like I'm back in my house with my kids, sitting across from our stone fireplace on my red couch with a cup of coffee, wrapped with
a cozy blanket. Pops up and cracks ... Amazing how sound can transport you. Thanks. ● Combine this with Clockwork Noise and it's like sitting on a dark room couch, contemplating a fireplace with a single company antique wall clock. I'm falling asleep! ● This is super relaxing. I really like it. ● I combined this one with a Dungeon RPG to
make torch-like noise! Super cool! I say my settings devour and it's great for getting sleep wrapped in imagined heat of fire. ● Turning all bases almost makes it feel medieval. It's more of a mood setting than RPG sounds, but not so many sounds. You just feel like you're in a giant throne room with a huge whining right in the middle of it.
It's calming down for me. ● Now, normally I lie awake in bed for at least 20 minutes trying to fall asleep. I put it down with my gaming headset and I fell asleep in minutes. Also, even if I go to bed at 1 AM and wake up at 8am, I feel completely rested. ● This plus Trip of the Mind is super quiet and relaxing. ● I go camping with my family
once a year. This noise is relaxing. It calms me down when I get home from a stressful day at school or work. It is also very reassuring if you listen to 'Stay' by Sugarland. Sounds like I'm camping with my country music. ● It reminds me that it is home, even under the harsh fluorescent lamps of my university library. ● I really hate school,
but even there this noise makes me feel like I'm at home in sweatpants drinking tea. And the high bass sound like a cat purr, so it feels as if my cat is there too. ● It's like a bonfire and I even feel smores. My favorite. ● Reminds me of the first fire I lit. It made a warm summer night seem all the calmer. Ⅰ. I sleep by the fire that night, and
ever since I sleep on the sounds of fire, my dreams seem to be to bring me back to that beautiful summer night. ● Nice fire at dusk wind ● Gentle fire to soothe tired soul. ● ← I call it – Launch ● This is so relaxing! I calibrated and mixed so nicely together that it made me want to curl up in a sleeping bag and go to sleep. ● I put it together
with my own personal music. He made me think I was camping with a transmitter. ● I listen to it with positive music and blends right in to create an amazing light beat sound. Try it some time! ● I've suffered with 'frozen feet' (and hands) for many years and this program of fire sounds really warms me up! I just put it on random animation
and it's just like sitting in front of a live fireplace. Ever changing sounds make it feel and sound just like a real fireplace. Cozy up to this sound to warm up and relax. Thanks! ● This helps you relax at the end of the day and helps you get to sleep in loud or disruptive places. I hope this helps you!!! :) ● It's a rocket! ● This setting brings back
so many nice memories for me when my dad would take us all camping and at the end of the day we always got to sit back and enjoy the heat of the fire together in the middle of nature. So reassuring especially for yourself, who is usually anxious ridden. ● Helps me with my tinnitus; sometimes use myself to reset my ears; sometimes as
a background for music, sounds similar to vinyl; love it, thanks so much! ● This particular sound is a lifesaver! I use it on my stereo as background noise and the mix of sounds is soothing and effective in blocking noise from my neighbors. I just need to find an alternative for the summer months... ● My hands always get super cold when
I'm working on a computer, and having this background noise solve my problem, and freed me up too! We strongly recommend listening to this NOW! Thank you so much, MyNoise.net! :) ● I listen to it, all the movers to the maximum, with background music. Totally, totally, totally, amazing. ● This brings me back to the Iron Age, when
people lived in cozy little houses equipped with open fireplaces. The sound of fire is like an ancient memory. ● Very humid sounding fireplace. I feel like it's raining outside, with a warm cozy fire inside! ● Hearing it makes my face feel hot. Like those times in the summer when I would help my father with the tending fires we would have in
our fire pit. It's so strange. Sounds also give me a phantom feeling of my face and hands being on fire I feel like a human torch; I'm just sitting here playing with my flames. ● That freed me up! I hope he does it for you! ● It's very easy to cool down, and I feel like I'll never warm up comfortably in winter. It actually makes me feel warmer and
helps relax the strained muscles from the tingle. Thanks! ● Heat ● Bacon cooking! ● When I needed to calm down and focus on my essay, this Lot. ● Official: My bath is on fire... (This is relaxing in the bath.) ● I work in an office with some meanspirited, gossipy people. This site allows me to tune negative energy and focus on my work,
which requires creative and analytical thinking. Binaural generator helps me stay focused and positive. Thank you for everything you do! ● Gratifying when the house is a little cold in the morning! Thanks!! ● I had a great social studies project to work on and the pressure it really got to me. The normal music I'm listening to couldn't calm my
nerves. But I remembered this site and quickly turned to heat! Uh, volume. The sound of fire really helped me get through my project and, most importantly, calmed me down! ● OMG I melt bacon! ● If you take low mids up, you will get a bonus bird in the background! I feel like I'm in a cabin in the woods. ● This setting along with the rain
generator on the 'Bedroom' setting is beautiful and helped me block my mother's TV. It's very nice and relaxing and helps me focus on my writing and art. ● Woah ... Actually, I just smelled of bacon. ● I've traveled a lot of places in my life. You wouldn't think a 23-year-old man could say that, but I've been on both sides of the United States,
and I think I'm working from top to bottom now. I lived in Oregon, Iowa, Idaho, Nebraska, North Dakota, and now Arkansas. The fires have tied it all together, and this generator brings back all the comfort of a nice, warm fire with good friends and family. Thanks. ● Sounds just like my grandparent's wood burning stove down in the
basement. Cozy and relaxing. ● This sound combined with quiet rain noise is great. It reminds me to sit inside on cold rainy days in winter - absolute bliss x ● I have a hard time going to sleep normally, but it is perfect for me to sleep. ● Wearing my hoodie while listening to this feels comfortable. We have a fireplace and I love fire. But in
spring and summer, my father doesn't put fire in the fireplace, and that's when I miss it. I think this, with my hoodie, is amazing, like I'm sitting in front of a fire, just like I do in winter. ● Ach! My house is on fire! ● MMMmmmmm..... I feel like I'm sitting right inside a huge fire. Great for keeping warm in the cold library while studying. (Has
anyone noticed it is a random bird? :D) ● This makes my cat try to sit on the computer in an attempt to warm up. She's confused by the lack of heat. ● Reminds me of a camp with fire. ● It's like I'm holding a torch. ● I have looped many other fire sounds to try and create different atmospheres, but as usual, nothing quite meets me like this
site. Not only for quality, but comfort. I can resize and fuel the fire with a few clicks, and combine it with other sounds for complex scenarios... Ah! So happy with this I can incinerator! ● Sounds like a lava fire! ● I combined it and Ocean noise and it's like a good bonfire on the beach. So soothing ● Feeling almost asleep. The sound is
hammering. So easy. ● This noise generator is one of my favorites! This generator combined with summer night and rain noise makes me feel at home. Excellent work stephane! ● If you listen with winter walk without birds or steps and turn up melting then it sounds like melting ice and cracking and cracking and it's pretty soothing. ● I
listen to this with 'Deep Ocean', which makes me feel like I'm swimming in lava. I probably look a little weird on the sofa with my snorkel and flippers on... but the neighbors do not know that I have heating appeared ... so they won't think I'm weird! Mmmm..... Barbecue! ● The fire sounds something like an eternally sparkling aeuable drink,
if the volume is set so the acoustics. Oddly enough, it is just as relaxing. ● Combine this with the noise of Summer Night and you can go camping in the middle of the city. Just beautiful. ● I feel like I'm in a burning building, and that's reassuring in the most disturbing way. ● It's like being 6 feet from a middle bonfire sitting in a chair at
night... ● This is a pleasant sound as the old house burns. ● Ach... Child... tingles. ● It helps me focus on my work for my degree, which is not an easy task: L The perfect amount of rumble and cracking. ● This is one of my favorites. As a writer, hearing what a scene would sound like helps me visualize it. When I don't write, I still prefer to
listen to this sound generator because subtle sounds help me focus and even feel warmer! ● This makes me feel almost as warm as I would in a real sauna. ● Helps me with my math homework! ● Very warm ● Just the right amount of roaring and cracking for my taste :) ● I wanted to rumble without so much crack-ness of fire ● It's
relaxing and takes me back to my childhood when I went camping with my family. ● It makes it sound like my house is on fire :D ● Helps me relax after a long and stressful day ● I've been looking everywhere for exactly the right sound fireplace for me: frequent high cracking with low-end rumble pushed deep into the background. Now I
can finally create that sound myself. I love this site. ● I no longer have a wood burning stove in my life, and I miss the rhythm of feeding one. This setting is a fire ready to be banked as I crouch in front of the stove door as I head to bed. Comfort, safety and 15 cables of good douglas edisk still in the woods. ● Really calm and soothing. ● It
helps with my concentration immensely plus I feel like I have my personal bonfire going on anytime and wherever I want to :D ● I can smell the smoke! ● Loud fire sounds, with this you feel like you are a flame. Used successfully in fire meditation, awesome! ● This fireplace setting is well balanced for me... sounds a lot like my
grandparent's wood stove... ● I feel like I'm surrounded by giant flames, licking on trees and wind whistling in my back. In short, I feel and kokoned. ● For some reason high cracking sounds are both meditative and revitalize my brain. Plus it's a good neutral and natural noise that's great for the cold weather season. ● I like having the noise
of fire in the background when I want to relax from the day. It really helps me calm my thoughts and just relax. ● Helps keep my active mind from wandering while studying for finals. I'm a grad student and can't afford distractions! This sound helps me stay warm feeling and focused! ● Warming up on Pacific Northwest winter night ● As
well as a warm fireplace :) ● I can relax and do anything with this sound. I fall asleep perfectly at night, I leave my mind a void, I don't have to worry about the house burning! ● Whining and home ● FIRE-You stand miles away from the burning city, hear it's dark, deep rumble in the distance as buildings crumble. You know you didn't want
to burn it. But it was a choice you were forced to make. Creatures were teeming everywhere, infecting everyone. Say a final goodbye to your hometown. You promise something quietly. A promise to keep the world safe. Contained. Protected. ● It's so relaxing I love the sound of a warm fire ● It's very relaxing for falling asleep as I have
less insomnia and have trouble focusing on sleep anyway; It helps me feel like I'm warm and cozy next to a bonfire on a quiet night out. ● I love it so much that it helps me clam down. ● I feel warm ● This is just f... Amazing. OMG :D ● I'm an autistic college student at the University of London, and fire sounds have helped enormously with
filtering the noise of all activities around uni, especially moving between lectures. This site is an absolute miracle, and I have recommended it to my Asperger's Mentor and our University Disability Service in the hope that it will help others with sensory processing problems like mine. ● This sound really helps me calm down and relax. ● It
actually helps me study even more. Strange how science can make you like a certain amount of noise just because it blocks all other sounds. SCIENCE IS AMAZING!!! ● Fire without ingsing. ● I love it so much! Normally I have a hard time falling asleep, but wow it's really putting me down! :) And that's just so reassuring overall. ● Looks
like the perfect ballad for warmth and comfort. Ideal for keeping tabbed while browsing the Internet. ● Soothes me. ● I find it really hard to concentrate while doing homework, but it really helps me focus and knee down. ● This is intensely soothing and (yes) very warming for me! Cozy. ● This is such a great tool when I try to get homework
done. Thank you so much for that! ● Warm and close. ● I personally find this noise really relaxing. ● So great to fall asleep. ● I used to work in the workshop of a music instrument manufacturer. We made violins, cello, etc. There were a lot of little leftovers, can not be used for anything exept heating the workshop in winter. Now I am a
university student in a big city, and live in an apartment ... But the fire noise I found here brings a lot of good memories. ● This is the most amazing site, I spent long hours listening to it while I study! ● Sounds like a crackling fire. Dylan XxxxX ● It only has the right amount of cracking on it :) ● It helps me relax and calm down on a rainy
day or late at night. ● I work from home and have to deal with the sound of three different buildings around my apartment. It cancels out all the noise and allows me to concentrate... Come on, baby, light my fire! ● ← Crackler, as I call it ● live fire: there is enough soothing rumble in the lower registers, while brighter cracking and cracking
provide depth and life as a real fire. ● I like it because there is no rain and wind, just fire. ● I found it very reassuring and I love it ● Now it's getting colder it's going to keep me warm :D Thnx you are awesome! ● It helps me sleep: 3 ● Felt asleep with this :) ● When I listen to this low energizing glow of spicy refreshing high frequency
crackling, I feel like I no longer care what's going on around me and can focus very well on my development work. ● I actually turned on the heat while listening to this to calm me down to sleep! ● Sounds very cozy and warm. ● This is such a cool :D ● This is just amazing. Period. ● I used to listen to music, but my ears hurt afterwards.
Now I use this ... so relaxing! ● It helps me focus on my studies ● This sound makes me feel like I'm one with fire. It also reminds me of a large furnace being drained of wood. ● This sound helps me focus on my body and my breathing and control my tendency to panic attacks and physical experiences. ● Very relaxing, actually, especially
when sitting with a book after a hard day. ● Just what I need for inspiration. ● I listened to it when the heating system in my apartment didn't work. It almost seems that the room temperature is rising ten degrees! ● Throwing twigs ● I just love listening to the soothing sound of a warm fireplace as I dive further into the imaginary landscape
and stories from my favorite books with a cup of hot coco by my side...=) ● I always have trouble concentrating when I read, and this noise helps me focus and it makes me feel cozy like I'm in a wooden cabin during the winter. I love it
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